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DIALYSIS BED
Dialysis Bed is mainly used for setting purpose during dialysis treatment. This bed is best to be used when patients
with end-stage renal disease spend many hours each week undergoing hemodialysis. We contribute toward enhanced
care, through our innovative range of seating solutions. Our specialised dialysis bed, have been created with both
patient comfort and nurse safety in mind.
Used in Dialysis treatment, Hemodialysis.
Also known as Hemodialysis bed, Medical bed, hospital bed, Hospital cot.

BHBD-302 MANUAL 2 FUNCTION DIALYSIS BED

 

ABS head & foot boards can be removable. with bumper wheels, 12kg/pair, color
option: brown, blue, green, with patient name card holder

2 pcs Aluminium side rails with 6 S.S bars, up and down to protect the patient not fall
down from the bed, collapsed type with safe lock

Bed sheet top made from perforated steel, epoxy powder coated and baked finish, 3
sections Bed framework made from mild steel ERW rectangular tubes

With casters dia. 5‘’ with individual brake

With equipment shelf on the foot end

2 functions adjusted by hidden type hand crank

Accessories: 1 pc SS telescopic I.V pole; 4 pcs urine bag hooks; 4 pcs I.V holes

Optional Accessories: Shoe shelf, mosquito net rack, dinner table

SPECIFICATIONS

Model BHBD-302

Function 2

Back-rest lifting angle 0°-80°±5°

Foot-rest lifting angle 0°-40°±5°

IV pole Yes

Dimension 2160Lx980Wx500H mm
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